DELL EMC CLOUDIQ
The Fitness Tracker for Dell EMC Storage

Dell EMC CloudIQ is like a fitness tracker for your storage environment, providing a single, simple, display to monitor and predict the health of your storage environment. CloudIQ makes it easy to track storage health, plan for future growth, report on historical trends, and proactively discover and remediate issues from any browser or mobile device.

INSTANT ACCESS TO STORAGE HEALTH

CloudIQ takes storage analytics and support to a whole new level with proactive monitoring and predictive analytics across five critical areas of storage to deliver alerting, aggregated health scores, and proactive support with actionable insights and recommended remediation – all from the cloud. CloudIQ’s near real-time intelligence aggregates storage metrics in a secure and professionally managed EMC Cloud, making daily storage management tasks easy with limited staff and limited budgets - saving significant time and overall costs.

SEE THE FUTURE

CloudIQ’s proactive insight into the health of your storage infrastructure enables you to predict impacts to performance and capacity before issues occur. CloudIQ leverages predictive modeling and intelligent analytics to present health scores mitigating risk and enabling better decisions for capacity and performance planning. CloudIQ’s predictive capabilities equip IT with accurate and proactive information about imminent storage issues in order to be able to take proactive actions before the issue even occurs.

GO BACK IN TIME

CloudIQ lets you go back in time by maintaining 2 years of historical data allowing you to visualize long-term trends in storage health, capacity, and efficiency in each individual system. CloudIQ leverages Machine Learning to establish normal patterns in your array’s history, and then identifies anomalies that fall outside the normal range. This enables users to differentiate standard norms from problematic deviations to quickly pinpoint source of issue for faster resolution.

DRIVE BUSINESS VALUE

CloudIQ’s Proactive Health Score provides an easy way to identify and understand potential vulnerabilities in the storage environment. With these proactive and targeted guidelines, the result is a more robust and reliable storage environment, resulting in higher uptime and optimized performance and capacity. Getting started with CloudIQ is easy with a simplified process that takes just a few minutes – not hours or days – and there are no licenses to deal with. Just install and configure your storage and connect to CloudIQ – it’s that simple.

MONITOR FROM ANYWHERE

CloudIQ web-based access is included at no cost with each Dell EMC array. As a cloud-based application, CloudIQ enables access to storage status from anywhere there is an internet connection; CloudIQ’s capabilities are available from a browser or on major smartphone platforms powered by iOS and Android. Because it is deployed from the EMC Cloud, simply log into your CloudIQ account and immediately access this valuable information. There is nothing to set up, no licenses, no burdens.